Introduction
============

Migration is a common phenomenon in eukaryotes. It is the consequence of complex interactions between intrinsic factors (genetics, physiology, and behavior) and extrinsic factors (weather, habitat conditions, food availability, predation, topography; Åkesson and Hedenström [@B5]). It has evolved repeatedly and independently, in groups as diverse as slime molds, crustaceans, fish, amphibians, insects, reptiles, birds, and mammals (Bonner et al. [@B29]; Dingle [@B54]; Alerstam et al. [@B12]), and it can evolve quite rapidly (Able and Belthoff [@B2]; Alerstam et al. [@B12]; Bisson et al. [@B27]). For these and many other reasons, we can use the phenomenon of migration to meet the five grand challenges in organismal biology identified by Schwenk et al. ([@B182]): (1) understanding organismal responses to the environment, (2) using the functional diversity of organisms, (3) integrating living and physical systems, (4) understanding how genomes produce phenotypes, and (5) understanding how organisms trade-off stability and change.

The relationship between the first challenge and migration is straightforward: in order to migrate successfully, animals must respond appropriately to environmental cues and interact appropriately with both abiotic and biotic factors in their environment. As to the second, there is a great deal of functional diversity in migratory behavior; animals range from completely sedentary to altitudinal or partial migrants to short-distance, medium-distance, long-distance, and extremely long-distance migrants. Migration biologists also need to integrate living and physical systems in order to understand migration, because weather conditions and oceanic currents can influence migrants (Kunz et al. [@B109]) and because appreciating migratory locomotion necessitates a thorough understanding of biomechanics. As to the fourth challenge, little is known about the genetics underlying the behavior and physiology of migration, but that is gradually changing (Bensch et al. [@B21], [@B22]; Berthold [@B24]); we encourage further research in this area. Finally, what we know about the evolution of migration suggests that it is an excellent system in which to study the interplay between stability and change. Thus, researchers who study migration have the opportunity to elevate organismal biology as a discipline and to help reach all of the goals outlined by Schwenk et al. ([@B182])---but, we would argue, only if they adopt an integrative research strategy. Employing such a strategy will also allow us to address some of the grand challenges in migration biology.

The grand challenges in migration biology
=========================================

The primary goal of researchers who study migration is to understand when, where, why, and how animals migrate (Alerstam et al. [@B12]; Wilcove [@B215]). We intend to explore all the factors involved, ranging from the underlying genetics to the environmental conditions that drive animal movements (Nathan et al. [@B143]). We also wish to understand how migration affects individual survival and reproductive success, and ultimately how these factors affect, or are affected by, population demographics and the evolution of different life-history strategies. Understanding the effects of migrants on their breeding, wintering, and stopover areas is an equally poignant goal in migration research because these effects can be substantial (Holland et al. [@B93]); spawning salmon, for example, transfer many tons of biomass each year from ocean ecosystems to terrestrial ones and historically transferred many more (Gresh et al. [@B77]). Furthermore, migratory movements may have far-reaching ramifications for other animals, including humans, because migratory animals have the potential to spread emerging diseases to new geographic areas (Liu et al. [@B118]; Li et al. [@B118]; Olsen et al. [@B153]).

The answers to these questions are important from a scientific standpoint, but they will also help us determine how best to conserve migratory populations. Many populations of migrants are declining, others are becoming more sedentary, and still others may not be able to adapt to rapid climatic change and alterations in habitat (Newton [@B146]; Wilcove and Wikelski [@B215]; Wilcove [@B215]). Therefore, we are also interested in how migrants are affected by their environments---especially because humans are currently fragmenting or destroying migrants' habitats, exploiting some migratory populations, depleting resources, altering the aerosphere (Kunz et al. [@B109]), and changing the climate. As Denny and Helmuth ([@B47]) argued, one of the major obstacles to our ability to predict the effects of climatic change on organisms is an understanding of the ecomechanical and physiological consequences of such change; this is no less true for migrants. Much of the research on animal migration to date has focused on birds, but even within this clade, many questions remain to be answered. To answer these questions---and meet the grand challenges in organismal and migration biology---we must adopt an integrative research strategy.

Integrative migration biology
=============================

By "integrative research," we mean conducting activities that involve multiple taxa, the complete annual cycle of organisms, multiple scientific disciplines, and conservation efforts. This type of research also incorporates traditional and novel technologies and modeling techniques, and it combines laboratory-based studies and field-based studies to take full advantage of what each approach has to offer, similar to the strategy outlined by Pennycuick ([@B155]) for research into bird flight. Of course, it is impossible for a single project to fully integrate all aspects of migration biology, but new insights can emerge if we incorporate even one additional methodology or scientific discipline into a given research project. Below, we highlight some examples of integrated research on migration and demonstrate how this strategy has already begun to answer some important and pervasive questions.

Integrating across species and clades
-------------------------------------

Schwenk et al. ([@B182]) argued that we should take advantage of biodiversity and investigate the different ways natural selection has solved various problems. Migration is one of several traits that animals have evolved to compensate for seasonality and/or temporally or spatially ephemeral resources. Indeed, environmental factors may influence migratory behavior more than phylogenetic relationships do, although characteristics of certain clades may have predisposed these animals to evolve migration (Fleming and Eby [@B61]). For example, swimming and flying have lower costs of transport per unit distance than terrestrial locomotion has (Schmidt-Nielsen [@B181]); taxa that swim or fly consequently are particularly prone to evolving migratory behavior (Alerstam et al. [@B12]).

Research on many different migratory species has led to a better understanding of the underlying patterns of migration and has provided general hypotheses about the ecology and physiology of migrating animals (Dingle and Drake [@B55]). These kingdom-wide comparisons are particularly important as we explore the ecology and physiology of migrating animals using modern methods and technologies that make it possible to follow animals both directly and indirectly throughout an increasing fraction of their lives (Fuller et al. [@B64]; Hobson [@B91]; Kunz et al. [@B107]; Klaasen et al. [@B104]; Holland and Wikelski [@B95]). Inter-taxon approaches are also important when exploring the consequences of environmental change, because such changes are likely to affect multiple migratory clades and have similar effects on them (Kunz et al. [@B107], [@B108]; Wilcove and Wikelski [@B215]). Finally, migration often involves a diversity of species; rarely does a single species move by itself. As a result, transfer of information both intraspecifically and interspecifically can occur during migration (Muhkin et al. [@B141]; Couzin et al. [@B42]). For all these reasons, we need to include multiple taxa in our research programs.

The challenges associated with long-distance movements are common to most migrants, and as a result many of them have evolved similar physiological and morphological adaptations, usually convergently. Energy balance during migration is critical, particularly during locomotion; for example, regional heterothermy of the wings of bats may help to reduce the costs of maintaining euthermic body temperature during prolonged nighttime flights (Reichard et al. [@B167]). Bats in the family Molossidae have a highly vascularized hairless region (a thermal window) under their wings that facilitates thermoregulation during flight (Reichard et al. [@B167]). Similarly, some birds are able to position their uninsulated legs appropriately for heat dissipation or conservation depending on their physical exertion and the air temperature (Torre-Bueno [@B204]; Bryant [@B32]). Such adaptations for flexibile, context-dependent thermoregulation presumably optimize the use of limited reserves of water and energy during migration.

Understanding the intricacies of migration can be especially challenging for small and long-ranging species. Thus, developing models and methods for these species relies on synthesizing findings and methodologies from studies on other taxa. Protocols for investigating migration using stable isotopes, for example, were developed and initially tested in avian (Marra et al. [@B128]) and marine species (Killingley [@B103]), but are now routinely employed in mammals, fish, amphibians and reptiles (reviewed in Hobson [@B91]; Hobson and Wassenaar [@B92]; Cryan and Diehl [@B44]). A critical component of using stable isotopes to track animal migrations is understanding how they fractionate across trophic levels. Thus, as research uncovers stable isotope relationships with the environment in one taxon, those who study the predators or prey of that animal can gain critical information about the sources of input of stable isotopes (Fleming et al. [@B62]; Fleming [@B60]; Sullivan et al. [@B201]; Hobson and Wassenaar [@B92]). Similarly, small data loggers that had been previously used on ocean-going migrants (Gonzalez-Solis et al. [@B74]) are now being applied to small terrestrial migrants (Stutchbury et al. [@B200]). Applying new (and old) methodologies to an increasing variety of migrants will help us understand, among other things, how a life-history strategy like migration can evolve in so many different taxa and what its costs and benefits are.

Integrating within a species
----------------------------

Selecting a model species to study migration can also prove highly fruitful, especially when expertise can be built up by a research group (or groups), with new researchers adding more knowledge about specific aspects of the migratory system or species being studied. Such long-term knowledge and expertise will, over time, naturally lead to integrative studies, combining knowledge about different parts of the system to improve our understanding not only of the entire migration process, but, for example, how it connects to other life-history traits and its potential relevance for conservation. Unfortunately, we do not have the complete genome sequence of any migratory species, although efforts are underway to obtain sequences for the little brown bat (*Myotis lucifugus*) (<http://www.broadinstitute.org/science/projects/mammals-models/mammalian-genome-project>). We therefore suggest that some of the next genetic model organisms (discussed by Satterlie et al. [@B179]) include migratory model organisms.

A prominent example of one such species is the red knot (*Calidris canutus*). This species has been studied for decades and, as a result, a large body of information has accumulated on its stopover ecology, refueling rates, flight energetics, physiology, importance of wind for use of stopover sites, and much more (Dick et al. [@B51]; Wiersma and Piersma [@B212]; Kvist et al. [@B111]; Baker et al. [@B16]; Piersma et al. [@B161]; van Gils et al. [@B205]; Dietz and Piersma [@B52]; Dietz et al. [@B52]; Leyrer et al. [@B117]; Shamoun-Baranes et al. [@B189]). Over the years, these studies have incorporated observations and measurements of red knots in the field, samples of food resources, laboratory experiments, and modeling. This rich body of information provides valuable insight into this particular migratory system, collectively enabling researchers to work towards understanding seasonal interactions and linking individual responses to population-level patterns. Unfortunately, this knowledge was not enough to prevent a major population crash of the red knot in North America (see Conservation section, below; Niles et al. [@B147]), but it can perhaps help us determine how best to help this population recover.

Integrating the annual cycle of organisms
-----------------------------------------

A third strategy that researchers can use to address the grand challenges in migration biology is, perhaps paradoxically, to focus on other life-history stages. The mere fact that many migratory species spend substantial amounts of time and energy each year in two or more widely separated geographic areas and shorter periods at multiple stopover sites while en route has obvious, but poorly-studied, consequences for all aspects of their biology. The conditions and selective pressures at winter locations are likely to affect individual condition and performance during spring migration and during the breeding season and vice versa (McNamara et al. [@B134]; McNamara and Houston [@B133]). This fact has important implications for the ecology, evolution, and conservation of seasonal migrants. Periods of the annual cycle are inextricably linked, such that ecological circumstances within one season may influence events in subsequent seasons, a phenomenon referred to as a *seasonal interaction* (Ramenofsky and Wingfield [@B164]; Wingfield [@B219]; Hahn and MacDougall-Shackleton [@B83]; Marra and Studds [@B131]).

Seasonal interactions can operate at the individual or population level (Fleming and Eby [@B61]; Newton [@B145]; Webster and Marra [@B210]; Runge and Marra [@B175]; Norris [@B150]; Marra et al. [@B130]). At the individual level, effects such as poor physical condition or late arrival carry-over from one season to the next and can thus generate ecologically relevant variation in a life-history attribute in a later season. Empirical evidence for such effects in migratory animals has been strongest in non-passerine birds, including waterfowl (Heitmeyer and Fredrickson [@B90]; Mihelsons et al. [@B136]; Kaminski and Gluesing [@B101]; Bêty et al. [@B25]) and shorebirds (Goss-Custard et al. [@B75], [@B76]; Gill et al. [@B71]), but evidence is also mounting for the importance of seasonal interactions in passerine migrants (Marra et al. [@B128]; Sillett et al. [@B192]; Bearhop et al. [@B19]; Saino et al. [@B176]; Smith and Moore [@B193]). These studies have focused on understanding how the annual cycle influences condition and population abundance, but more recent studies have also examined how seasonal interactions can influence phenomena such as natal dispersal (Studds et al. [@B199]) and sexual selection (Reudink et al. [@B168]).

Seasonal interactions can also involve mortality within a season but act at the population level to influence density-dependent effects across seasons. This has been demonstrated most clearly in the context of hunting mortality in winter and whether it is additive or compensatory with other sources of mortality in waterfowl (Gauthier et al. [@B68]; Frederiksen et al. [@B63]; Lebreton [@B115]). The evidence supporting the importance of population-level seasonal interactions in passerine migrants is scarce (Sillett et al. [@B192]; Stokke et al. [@B196]), but this is likely a demonstration of the difficulty of obtaining such data rather than a testimony against such interactions.

Modeling the annual cycle and comparing model predictions to measurements provides an opportunity to assess the interactions and carry-over effects between different aspects of migration (McNamara et al. [@B134]; Pettifor et al. [@B157]; Klaassen et al. [@B105]; Barta et al. [@B17]; Bauer et al. [@B18]). Doing so also allows us to examine the fitness consequences of different behavioral decisions, particularly under varying environmental conditions. However, we need better estimates of various sources of mortality throughout the annual cycle in migrants, whether such mortality results from density-dependent, age-related, or geographically-dependent effects (Strandberg et al. [@B197]).

Another obstacle to understanding seasonal interactions is a lack of knowledge about migratory connectivity, or the geographic linkage of individuals or populations between different stages of the annual cycle (Webster et al. [@B211]). Currently, migratory connectivity is poorly understood in most species, yet this variable is essential for interpreting fundamental ecological and evolutionary phenomena (Lawton and May [@B114]) and for developing effective conservation strategies. Recent advances in tracking migratory birds using satellite transmitters, GPS loggers, small light level loggers (geolocators), DNA markers, and stable isotopes all represent potential approaches for tracking migratory animals throughout the annual cycle (Kunz et al. [@B108]; Holland et al. [@B95]; Robinson et al. [@B174]). The continued development of such approaches is essential to our ability to understand the biology of migratory animals in the context of the annual cycle, which will aid in our ability to understand organism--environment linkages (Schwenk et al. [@B182]).

Integrating laboratory-based and field-based work
-------------------------------------------------

Another strategy we can use to develop a more complete understanding of migration is to combine field-based and laboratory-based studies (Gwinner [@B82]). Many important advances in migration biology have their origins in measurements of variables (such as heart rate or heat loss) under field conditions that have only previously been measured in the laboratory (Butler et al. [@B34]; Bowlin and Wikelski [@B31]; Reichard et al., [@B167]), or studying animals under controlled laboratory conditions (Lindström et al. [@B122]; Hasselquist et al. [@B84]). Measurements in the field make it possible to observe the behavior and physiology of animals in the environment in which natural selection acts upon them, whereas measurements in the laboratory make it possible to manipulate variables that cannot be controlled in the field. By combining these two approaches, we can achieve a more complete understanding of the particular aspect of migration under investigation.

Avian orientation provides an excellent example of how a single field study helped to clarify the conflicting results of many laboratory-based studies. Early integrative migration biologists had demonstrated that migratory birds have the ability to use many different cues to orient, such as polarized light (Able [@B1]), geomagnetism (reviewed in Wiltschko and Wiltschko [@B218]), and the stars (Sauer [@B180]; Emlen [@B58]). To determine which of these was the primary cue that birds use to orient, migration biologists conducted multiple 'cue-conflict' experiments with primarily captive animals (Åkesson [@B10]). In these experiments, birds placed in orientation cages were exposed to cues that 'pointed' in different directions and researchers observed their orientation. Unfortunately, the results of these experiments were ambiguous (see Åkesson [@B10]; Muheim et al. [@B137] for reviews); sometimes it appeared that birds recalibrated a celestial compass based on magnetic cues, and other times it appeared that they recalibrated their magnetic compass based on celestial cues.

Cochran et al. ([@B38]) conducted a field study designed to determine which cues free-flying birds use during migration. Thrushes were fitted with radio-transmitters and exposed to an altered magnetic field at sunset; they were then released and followed as they migrated naturally. Results were consistent with the hypothesis that these birds had recalibrated their magnetic compass based on the position of the sun at sunset or on associated patterns of polarized light. Prior studies on cue-conflicts yielded confusing results because the animals were exposed to the sunset prior to tests in some experiments, particularly those conducted during the pre-migratory period, but not in others (Muheim et al. [@B137]). Subsequent experiments on captive birds confirmed that several additional species also recalibrated their magnetic compasses when afforded a view of the horizon at sunrise and sunset, but were unable to do so when they did not have a view of the horizon (Muheim et al. [@B138], [@B139], [@B140]). Recent evidence suggests that bats might also use a sunset-calibrated magnetic compass (Holland et al. [@B94], in press).

Field-based studies have also revealed the importance of physiological state (e.g. Sandberg [@B177] for review), topography (Åkesson [@B9], [@B11]; Åkesson et al. [@B3]; Zehnder et al. [@B221]), timing of migration (Åkesson et al. [@B7]), and weather (Åkesson and Hedenström [@B4]; Åkesson et al. [@B8]; Wikelski et al. [@B213]; Chapman et al. [@B37]) on the orientation and migratory decisions of birds and insects. Such studies clearly show the need to be aware of the physiological state of the animal as well as the external conditions it experienced prior to capture when interpreting results from experiments with caged migrants.

Notwithstanding, laboratory-based studies should not be abandoned: Cochran et al.'s ([@B38]) field study may have provided the original impetus for a paradigm shift in avian orientation, but some variables are difficult, if not impossible, to manipulate in the field. For example, no method can rotate the stars in new directions while a bird is migrating naturally, nor can changes in magnetic fields or polarized light patterns be made during natural migratory flight without specialized, potentially cumbersome equipment. Thus, further studies on captive birds will be needed before we can understand, among other things, the exact mechanism(s) behind the recalibration of the magnetic compass revealed by Cochran et al. ([@B38]).

Integrating theoretical models
------------------------------

Pennycuick ([@B155]) argued that, in addition to field observations and laboratory-based studies, we need theoretical models to completely understand bird flight; the same is true for animal migration. Indeed, the study of migration ecology rests on a solid theoretical foundation based on biomechanics and concepts of optimality (Alerstam and Hedenström [@B13]). These theoretical concepts mainly concern the process of migration by an individual animal, considering such variables as duration of stopover, timing of departure from stopover sites, optimal fuel loads at departure, migration step length, migration routes, and the overall speed of travel (Hedenström [@B86]). In a broader sense, models of the annual routines of migrants, which use multiple variables for the state of individuals and dynamic programming (Barta et al. [@B17]), and seek the best possible timing of major events (breeding, molt, and migration) in a seasonal world, also fall within the domain of migration theory. All of these models represent attempts to integrate living and physical systems, as prescribed by Schwenk et al. ([@B182]).

A fundamental component of simple optimality models is the "range equation" (Alerstam and Hedenström [@B13]), which gives the potential flight range based on a specified amount of metabolizable energy (fuel). The equation will vary depending on the type of migration (flying, swimming, or running/walking), but the overall characteristic of the model is a diminishing return function, meaning that the increase in range from a certain amount of fuel decreases as fuel load increases. Thus, migrants must trade off the benefits of additional fuel, such as increased range and higher safety margins, with the energetic costs of carrying the fuel.

Working out predictions about optimal tactics requires assumptions about some relevant surrogate currency, which can be energy, time or survival rate. It is assumed that by optimizing such an immediate currency, or a combination of two or more simple currencies, the animal also maximizes its fitness. In most cases, however, it is not possible to measure fitness directly in migratory animals, but by assuming a particular currency and an appropriate decision rule, it is possible to predict an optimal behavior, for example the duration of stopover and the associated fuel load at departure as a function of the rate of fuel deposition (Lindström and Alerstam [@B120]). In doing so, relevant constraints must be considered, such as the physiological capacity for digesting food. To experimentally test whether migrants respond to variation in fuelling rates, one could provide additional food at a stopover site and monitor individual mass (fuel) gain and timing of departure (Lindström and Alerstam [@B120]). A number of such experiments have been conducted and have confirmed the predicted positive relationship between fuelling rate and the fuel load at departure (reviewed in Hedenström [@B86]). These studies support the hypothesis that minimization of time is an important strategy in avian migration.

By considering the rate of energy intake and the power required for locomotion, the overall speed of migration (including both fueling and active migratory locomotion) can be derived and how it scales with body size can be determined (Hedenström and Alerstam [@B89]; Hedenström [@B85]). Theory predicts that the overall rate of migration should decline with increasing body size, which is consistent with observational data. However, some recent studies in which migration speeds were measured in passerines (Stuchbury et al. [@B200]) and the arctic tern *Sterna paradisaea* (Egevang et al. [@B57]) seem to surpass the expected rates. It is unclear at this stage if this discrepancy is due to the use of beneficial winds, if physiologists have misjudged the capacity of migrants for fuelling, or if other aspects of the theory need to be refined.

For migratory birds, bats, and insects, mechanical flight theory also predicts different optimal flight (air) speeds depending on ecological context (Norberg and Rayner [@B149]; Norberg [@B148]; Hedenström and Alerstam [@B88]). The cruising speed of flight during migration should be either the maximum range speed (energy minimization), or a speed slightly faster than this (time minimization), both of which are significantly faster than the speed of minimum power. The exact calculation of these alternative speeds is difficult; hence a powerful test to see if animals do adjust their flight speeds according to theory is to compare speeds of the same species in contrasting situations, such as migration versus display flight (Hedenström and Alerstam [@B87]), or commuting versus food searching (Grodzinkski et al. [@B78]). What emerges from such comparisons is that birds and bats do adjust speed adaptively according to context.

It is important to keep in mind that migrating animals are not always able to behave optimally. Cochran and Wikelski ([@B39]) showed that nocturnal avian migrants can sometimes be pushed backward against their normal migratory direction by headwinds but will still fly for hours in such winds. These birds presumably behave in this sub-optimal way because they use simple decision rules to guide their take-off decisions and flight times (Cochran and Wikelski [@B39]). On average, such rules are presumably beneficial (Wikelski et al. [@B213]), and are therefore maintained by natural selection, but these rules can have negative consequences for some individuals.

Integrating other biological disciplines
----------------------------------------

As Pennycuick ([@B155]) pointed out, we need empirical observations to complement theoretical predictions. A great deal of migration research has focused on behavior and ecology, but a complete understanding of migration requires data from other biological disciplines. Below we discuss two of many possible examples of integrating additional biological disciplines.

### Physiology

Physiology brings a distinct mechanistic and constraint-oriented perspective to the study of migration. Because migratory movements have such high physiological demands, much of the behavior and ecology of migrants, as well as the evolution of their migration strategies, can be understood by studying the physiological and biochemical mechanisms that influence migration performance. In other words, physiologists emphasize the need to answer proximate "how" questions to fully answer the ultimate "why" questions.

Two of the greatest physiological challenges to migrants are the optimal accumulation and budgeting of energy and nutrients needed to fuel movement. For example, several years at sea are required for semelparous salmon (*Onchorynchus sp.*) to accumulate nutrient stores for their all-or-none migration and spawning. Similarly, monarch butterflies (*Danaus plexippus*) must carefully budget their fuel stores to be able to migrate in the autumn, over-winter, and migrate again the following spring, and many temperate bat species must deposit sufficient energy reserves (i.e. fat) in the autumn to sustain physiological processes through hibernation and then migrate to summer ranges before insect prey become available (Kunz et al. [@B110]). As discussed above, the rate of utilization of fuel during flight, the rate of fuel deposition at stopover, and the delay between arrival and net refueling (search/settling time) are key parameters in optimal migration models (Alerstam and Hedenström [@B13]; Engel et. al, this volume), all of which have a sound physiological basis.

The rate of utilization of fuel during locomotion is influenced by a number of factors including morphology, speed of movement, and the conditions in, and attributes of, the media traversed (e.g. wind speed and turbulence for airborne animals; Bowlin and Wikelski [@B31]; Pennycuick [@B156]). Notwithstanding, the physiological mechanisms governing the mobilization, transport, oxidation, and ultimately conversion to mechanical power of fuel have an overriding influence on the duration of flight by affecting metabolic efficiency and the rate of use of different stores (e.g. fat and protein). Laboratory and field studies of how these mechanisms function, how they are regulated, and how intrinsic (e.g. age and sex) and extrinsic (e.g. diet, photoperiod, altitude, temperature, and humidity) factors influence them are critical to understanding flight and, ultimately, migration performance.

Studies of the physiological aspects of search/settling time and refueling rate also exemplify how laboratory and field studies can be integrated to shed light on the ecology and evolution of migration and inform conservation efforts. It has often been observed that birds do not gain weight for one or more days following arrival at stopover sites, but it was unclear whether this search/settling behavior reflected time required to find the best feeding conditions, or a period of physiological recovery (Klaassen and Biebach [@B106]; Alerstam and Hedenström [@B13]; Guglielmo et al. [@B80]). In recent years, data from the field and laboratory have revealed that migrants catabolize significant amounts of lean tissue during flight, particularly from the digestive system, and thus must rebuild this digestive capacity before they can increase their refueling rates (Åkesson et al. [@B6]; Klaassen and Biebach [@B106]; Piersma et al. [@B160]; Karasov and Pinshow [@B102]). Settling time could also be affected by other physiological requirements, such as the repair of damaged flight muscles (Guglielmo et al. [@B80]) or recovery from sleep deprivation (Schwilch et al. [@B183]). In optimality models, search/settling time is generally treated as constant for a given simulation, yet the physiological information suggests that it may be positively related to the duration of the previous flight; long flight may cause greater catabolism and fatigue or injury of muscles. This potential interplay between duration of flight and subsequent search/settling time should be explored further.

Even after accounting for post-flight recovery and major ecological factors (e.g. availability of food, predation risk, and competition), refueling rate will be strongly influenced by physiological processes because food must be digested, absorbed and reassembled into functional tissues or energy stores. Moreover, the macronutrient and micronutrient composition of the diet can influence flight performance and fuel mixture (Gannes [@B65]; Pierce et al. [@B159]; Price and Guglielmo [@B163]; Weber [@B209]). Thus, to fully understand what nutrients migrants seek at stopover sites, and to develop conservation strategies to provide these resources, we need to identify the mechanisms of digestion and post-absorptive processing of nutrients underlying the deposition of fuel and which set limits on refueling rate (Lindström [@B121]; McWilliams and Karasov [@B135]).

Denny and Helmuth ([@B47]) provided several excellent examples of how biomechanical and physiological studies can aid conservation efforts. For migratory animals, conservation efforts are being facilitated by the development of new physiological approaches to assess rates of refueling in birds (Guglielmo et al. [@B79]) and bats (McGuire et al. [@B132]). Feeding/fasting states are reflected in the concentrations of key metabolites in plasma, and numerous laboratory and field studies show that rate of change in mass of individuals sampled only once can be estimated from metabolite profiles (Jenni-Eiermann and Jenni [@B99]; Guglielmo et al. [@B79]; Cerasale and Guglielmo [@B36]). This is an advance over other methods of assessing refueling rate, such as analysis of recapture data or relationships between capture mass and time of day, because every captured individual provides useful data (Guglielmo et al. [@B79]). By combining this simple approach with other standard methods (e.g. morphometrics, population censuses, mark-recapture analyses, telemetry, behavioral observations, surveys to assess food availability, and stable isotope analyses), it is now possible to study how factors such as age, weather, and habitat structure affect individual deposition rates of fuel. We can potentially improve conditions for migrants by providing high-quality stopover sites that allow migrants to rapidly replace depleted energy and nutrient reserves. Physiology can therefore play an important role in conservation by providing the means of identifying sites with suitable refueling conditions in addition to the role it may play in improving our ability to predict the ecological effects of climatic change (Denny and Helmuth [@B47]).

Many captive migrants express a suite of migratory behaviors, allowing researchers to study specific aspects of their physiology. For example, nocturnal avian migrants undergo normal daily fueling and activity cycles in the laboratory. Throughout the daylight hours, these birds feed, amassing fuel stores composed of primarily lipid and protein. At the close of the day, prior to nocturnal "departure," all activity ceases. This has been termed the *quiescent phase*, and is considered to be a transitional period when digestion is completed and various mechanisms are activated in preparation for departure. With the onset of darkness, captive birds exhibit flight-like activity (e.g. beating their wings, extending the beak skywards and attempting to take off). Such activity is termed "migratory restlessness" and continues until dawn, after which birds return to their daytime activities, including feeding and resting.

Researchers can take advantage of these behavioral changes to study the underlying hormonal changes and how they are affected by the environment, thus addressing the challenge put forth by Denver et al. ([@B48]). Studies investigating the hormonal basis of captive migrants' diurnal rhythms find that plasma levels of the metabolic and behavioral glucocorticoid hormone, corticosterone, are elevated when birds are expressing migratory restlessness, suggesting that this hormone may play an important role during periods of high energy demand (Landys et al. [@B112]; Ramenofsky et al. [@B165]). During migratory restlessness, both proteins and lipids are mobilized, elevating uric acid and the ketone β-hydroxybutyrate. These findings corroborate results obtained from free-ranging migrants (Jenni-Eiermann and Jenni [@B99]; Guglielmo et al. [@B79]). However, the studies on captive migrants illustrate how rapidly the behavioral transitions occur in conjunction with endocrine and metabolic fluctuations, thus providing new insight into the behavioral and physiological capabilities of migrants. Although the exact mechanisms involved have yet to be discerned, the fact that captive migrants express a full range of migratory behavior means that researchers have a valuable model for investigating the physiological parameters of migratory behavior. Results from these investigations have offered new clues that researchers might have missed had only free-living migrants been studied (reviewed by Landys et al. [@B112]). Thus, employing this type of research strategy provides an exceptional opportunity for understanding the physiological mechanisms underlying the behavioral expression of migration.

### Microbial ecology

While much attention has focused on the ecology, evolution and physiology of migrating animals, relatively little attention has been dedicated to understanding the diverse microorganisms that live on these migratory animals and how migration affects the dynamics of these microbial communities. Yet, microorganisms account for more than half of the total biomass on the planet (Nee [@B144]) and are key contributors to the health of most ecosystems (Madigan et al. [@B126]; Olff et al. [@B152]). Given the ubiquity (Waldenström et al. [@B206]) and importance of bacterial assemblages, the need to understand how they are acquired, transported, and dispersed across ecosystems is critical to the global understanding of the biosphere. We now know that animal migration can act as both an efficient mode of transport for microorganisms (Waldenström et al. [@B206]; Liu et al. [@B118]) as well as a catalyst for infection by endoparasites and viral pathogens (Gylfe et al. [@B81]). Moreover, with the emergence of zoonotic diseases such as avian influenza (Liu et al. [@B118]), West Nile virus (Marra et al. [@B129]), and severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS; Li et al. [@B118]; Lau et al. [@B113]), animal migration has become a topic of multidisciplinary interest (Reed et al. [@B166]; Hubalék [@B98]; Calisher et al. [@B35]). Microbial ecology is therefore an appropriate component of integrative migration biology.

Avian plumage, for example, provides a particularly interesting microbial ecosystem. Feathers harbor a diverse microbiota (Burtt and Ichida [@B33]; Bisson et al. [@B26]), which includes bacteria and fungi. Microorganisms in the plumage of migratory birds are exposed to many different environments within a single annual cycle because the bird migrates between breeding and non-breeding sites and uses numerous stopover sites en route. Recent studies have indicated that local landscapes play a significant role in microbial acquisition by migratory birds. For example, the greater abundance of common soil bacteria (Lucas et al. [@B124]) in ground-foraging birds (Burtt and Ichida [@B33]) suggests exchanges between the microbiotas of soil and plumage. Indeed, Bisson et al. ([@B26]) found that the composition of the bacterial assemblage in avian plumage varied between breeding and wintering sites, indicating that it may be possible to use microorganisms as tags in population connectivity studies if the microbial "signature" on the plumage remains informative throughout migration. The microbial community of avian plumage also varies in relation to migration strategy and stage of the annual cycle: resident birds differed significantly from migrants in the composition of the microbial communities of their plumage and Nearctic residents had higher microbial diversity than did Nearctic migrants (Bisson et al. [@B28]). Moreover, the microbial composition of plumage differed significantly between fall pre-migratory stages and either breeding or non-breeding stages. Migration and season may thus play an important role in the dynamics of the microbial community in avian plumage, and may also affect the dispersal of pathogens.

Migratory animals can be highly mobile reservoirs for both pathogenic and non-pathogenic microorganisms. A fundamental understanding of how animals acquire and disperse microbes and the interaction between microbes and the local environment with which their hosts interact during migration will provide insights into the movement of microbes across the globe. Perhaps more importantly, studying the relationship between microbial ecology and migration may reveal how shifting migration patterns resulting from climatic change will affect when, where, and how migrants transport and disperse microorganisms, including invasive species such as the fungus associated with white-nose syndrome in hibernating bats (Gargas et al. [@B66]).

Integrating other scientific disciplines
----------------------------------------

Incorporating biological disciplines such as physiology and disease ecology into research on migration can greatly expand our understanding of the phenomenon. Incorporating other scientific disciplines may be equally useful; Schwenk et al. ([@B182]) identified integrating living and physical systems as one of their grand challenges in organismal biology. Research on migration can help us address this challenge. Environmental conditions can influence migrants in numerous ways, resulting in instantaneous costs (or benefits) and more cumulative and even evolutionary consequences (Nathan et al. [@B142]; Shamoun-Baranes et al. [@B188]). Specifically, because aerial, marine, and freshwater migrants move long distances through highly dynamic fluids, the properties of the medium may have multifaceted, direct consequences on their movement as well as indirect consequences on fitness. An example of a direct consequence is the effect of wind and water on the speed of progression during the journey (Chapman et al. [@B37]; Shamoun-Baranes et al. [@B189]). To thoroughly investigate these consequences, as well as their dynamics at multiple scales, interdisciplinary research is essential. The emerging discipline of aeroecology, for example, promotes the integration of atmospheric science, earth science, geography, ecology, computer science, and engineering into a conceptual framework that focuses on where, when, how, and why organisms use the aerosphere (Kunz et al. [@B109]). Although most studies on the effects of environmental conditions on migrants do not explicitly integrate expertise in all fields simultaneously, they do require some basic knowledge from most of these fields; many of the best-known migrations, for example, occur in the aerosphere (Drake and Farrow [@B56]). From an ecological and evolutionary perspective, however, the aerosphere is one of the least understood substrata of the troposphere with respect to how organisms interact with, and are influenced by, this highly variable, fluid environment (Taylor [@B202]; Kunz et al. [@B109]).

One exception to this rule is that the evidence for strong effects of wind and other weather conditions on migrating birds (Richardson [@B172], [@B173]; Liechti [@B119]; Shamoun-Baranes et al. [@B188]), bats, and insects (Williams [@B217]; Srygley et al. [@B194]; Kunz et al. [@B109]) is diverse and widespread. For example, birds and insects typically depart under beneficial horizontal wind conditions (Åkesson and Hedenström [@B4]; Dänhardt and Lindström [@B45]; Åkesson et al. [@B8]; Chapman et al. [@B37]). Due to synoptic-scale correlation in weather conditions, extending over hundreds and possibly thousands of kilometers spatially, and over several days temporally, this coordination presumably benefits these animals throughout a major portion of their migration (Gill et al. [@B72], [@B73]; Shamoun-Baranes et al. [@B187]). In addition to horizontal winds, the spatial and temporal distribution of vertical air currents can substantially affect the soaring of migratory birds (e.g. Shamoun-Baranes et al. [@B184]) and insects (Reynolds and Reynolds [@B169]; Reynolds et al. [@B169]). Updrafts may limit the movement of soaring animals to locations and times when intense air currents exist, because these currents must be capable of lifting the animals to higher altitudes (Pennycuick [@B154]; Leshem and Yom-Tov [@B116]; Shannon [@B190], [@B191]). Recent findings from European bee-eaters (*Merops apiaster*) that migrated over southern Israel (Sapir [@B178]), as well as earlier studies on several North American butterfly species (Gibo and Pallett [@B69]; Gibo [@B70]), suggest that the development of updrafts always precede the onset of movement. Intensity of updrafts and the height of the boundary layer influence the altitude at which several migrants soar (Shannon [@B190], [@B191]; Shamoun-Baranes et al. [@B184], [@B185]), and can positively affect the speed and progression of vultures during migration (Mandel et al. [@B127]). Although soaring flight is thought to be energetically inexpensive, moving through such turbulent air currents may induce elevated metabolic costs for flapping birds (Bowlin and Wikelski [@B31]; Cochran et al. [@B40]), presumably due to instabilities of flight. These studies demonstrate how important atmospheric dynamics are in space and time for aerial migrants. Evidence for hydrodynamic effects on marine migrants is scarcer, but from the several studies that considered such effects, they seem to be at least as influential (Luschi et al. [@B125]; Polovina et al. [@B162]; Gaspar et al. [@B67]).

To study environmental effects on long-distance migrants, one must consider the conditions encountered by the migrants throughout their extended migratory routes. Because atmospheric and oceanic measurements generally cannot be carried out at the same spatial and temporal scales at which they influence migration, the most practical way to explore how the dynamics of air and water affect the movement of migrating animals is by modeling the relevant processes (see Shamoun-Baranes, [@B188]). Many studies have used robust meteorological models, such as the NCEP-NCAR re-analysis archives (Kalnay et al. [@B100]), which have a spatial extent on the order of an entire continent or even the entire globe, and a temporal extent of several tens of years, to investigate different properties of the movement of birds and insects (Thorup et al. [@B203]; Shamoun-Baranes [@B186]; Erni et al. [@B59]; Stefanescu et al. [@B195]; Bowlin and Wikelski [@B31]; Mandel et al. [@B127]). The principal limitation of these models is their relatively poor spatial (several tens to several hundreds of kilometers) and temporal (several hours) resolution. Thus, the ability of these models to explain details of specific, highly variable properties of animal movements, such as flight strategy selection (e.g. flapping or soaring) and altitude, is relatively poor.

Shannon et al. ([@B190], [@B191]) and Shamoun-Baranes et al. ([@B184], [@B185]) pioneered the application of atmospheric simulations to the study of bird flight at local and regional scales, but these models are limited in the processes they modeled and in their spatial extents. When exploring fine-scale responses to meteorological conditions, we advocate the use of atmospheric and oceanic models such as the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS; Pielke et al. [@B158]; Walko et al. [@B208]; Cotton et al. [@B41]) and the Ocean--Land--Atmosphere Model (OLAM; Walko and Avissar. [@B207]). These models have been used extensively in the atmospheric sciences to study events that occur anywhere from a tiny (cm) scale to a global scale (Alpert et al. [@B14]). The capacity of these models to simulate variable meteorological processes, ranging from synoptic (e.g. the dynamics of large pressure systems), to meso- (e.g. sea breeze circulation), to local (e.g. valley--mountain orographic flows) scales, permits researchers to investigate the movement of aerial migrants in fine detail over extensive areas. Recently, for example, simulations of this kind were conducted to help explain flight mode, flight speed, soaring height, and the extent of wind drift of migratory birds passing over southern Israel (Horvitz [@B97]; Sapir [@B178]).

Understanding how animals respond to, and are influenced by, environmental dynamics at various scales is an essential piece in both the migration puzzle (Kunz et al. [@B109]; Shamoun-Baranes et al., [@B188]) and to general organismal biology (Schwenk et al. [@B182]). In terms of migration biology, this knowledge will help inform researchers about why animals migrate (e.g. climatic influence on availability of resources), how animals migrate (e.g. conserving energy through atmospheric assistance from wind, currents, or thermal convection), how migration affects fitness (e.g. the survival consequences of animals' responses to environmental conditions), and how migration evolves (e.g. potential role of regional winds or leading lines in shaping migratory flyways).

Conservation of migratory species
---------------------------------

Declines in a host of migratory species, from songbirds to salmon and whales to wildebeest, have led some conservation biologists to conclude that the world's great animal migrations are endangered phenomena (Fleming and Eby [@B61]; Wilcove [@B215]). While many of the species undertaking migrations may not be in immediate danger of extinction, severe population declines of migratory animals could lead to changes in the structure, health, and functioning of entire ecosystems (Kunz et al. [@B109]). Conserving these migrants poses major scientific and political challenges. Given how profoundly the act of migration shapes the life-history of animals, and given how little is known about so many aspects of migration, it is not too much of an exaggeration to suggest that almost any integrative research on migration could yield important insights for conservation. There are four areas, however, where additional research is almost certain to produce urgently needed information for the conservation of migratory animals.

### Basic life history information

It is impossible to protect a migratory animal without knowing where it goes, yet our knowledge of the pathways and destinations of most migrants is fragmentary at best and almost non-existent at worse. Fortunately, recent advances in telemetry and tracking have revolutionized this aspect of research. For example, Croxall et al. ([@B43]) used satellite transmitters to study the movements of gray-headed albatrosses across the southern oceans; they discovered that individuals within a breeding population employed one of three distinct strategies. Birds using a given strategy followed consistent migratory routes and used the same staging areas. Such basic information is vital for reducing mortality related to fisheries operations, which is now the primary threat to albatrosses and many other seabirds. Options for tracking smaller animals are limited (Wikelski et al. [@B214]), but ∼1 g light-sensitive loggers were recently used to track ∼40 g migrants (Stutchbury et al. [@B200]), and stable isotopes have been used for many years to estimate where migratory animals molt or shed (reviewed in Hobson and Wassenaar [@B92]).

### Understanding seasonal interactions

From a conservation perspective, understanding seasonal interactions allows us to predict how events at any one stage of the life cycle, or the combined events of all stages, will influence the population dynamics of migrants. For example, illegal logging in the central Mexican forests where almost all of the monarch butterflies of eastern North America winter is thought to reduce the thermal protection provided by the trees and to expose the diapausing insects to greater mortality due to cold, inclement weather. Winter storms in 1991--92, 1995--96, 2001--02, and 2003--04 resulted in the deaths of millions of monarchs, yet butterfly-watchers did not report any long-term population declines in the number of monarchs on the breeding grounds (with the important caveat that the monitoring of butterfly populations is fragmentary in North America). This begs the question of how much winter mortality (and loss of winter habitat) the monarchs can sustain before the population declines sharply. There has been a puzzling drop in the proportion of female butterflies on the wintering grounds over the past 30 years (Davis and Rendon-Salinas [@B46]), but here too we do not know how this shift in the sex ratio may affect populations over the long term because we do not understand seasonal interactions in this species.

### Synchronicity, phenology, and climatic change

Many animal migrations are tied to phenological events. For example, red knots, semipalmated sandpipers (*Calidris pusilla*), ruddy turnstones (*Arenaria interpres*), and other shorebirds time their spring stopover in Delaware Bay to overlap the inshore migration of horseshoe crabs (*Limulus polyphemus*). Horseshoe crabs spawn in shallow water, and their eggs are an important food for the birds. In fact, a 75% decline in the population of red knots migrating through the area has been linked, at least in part, to the overharvest of horseshoe crabs in the 1990's (Niles et al. [@B147]). The migration of wildebeest and zebras in the Serengeti is tied to the seasonal rains that generate new forage. How these, and other, migrations will fare in the wake of global climatic change is of growing concern to conservationists. In a landmark study, Both et al. ([@B30]) attributed declines in populations of pied flycatchers (*Ficedula hypoleuca*) in the Netherlands to a disruption of the synchronicity between the flycatchers' migration and the emergence of caterpillars caused by climatic change. These flycatchers require an abundant supply of caterpillars to feed their offspring; the caterpillars appear after the emergence of leaves. In apparent response to rising temperatures in the Netherlands, leaves and therefore caterpillars are emerging earlier in the spring. The flycatchers, however, have not adjusted the timing of their arrival to the Netherlands, perhaps because they use a stable cue, such as photoperiod, on their African wintering grounds to trigger their northward migration. Thus, the peak of the caterpillar emergence no longer corresponds to the time when the birds are feeding their young. A similar, climate-driven disruption of the timing of caterpillar emergence and bird migration may threaten migratory songbirds in North America (Strode [@B198]).

Organisms that use the aerosphere are also influenced by an increasing number of anthropogenic factors, such as communication towers and wind turbines, that now dot the Earth's landscape (Desholm et al. [@B49]; Kunz et al. [@B107], [@B108]; NRC [@B151]; Arnett et al. [@B15]; WWEA [@B220]). Human alteration of landscapes is rapidly and irreversibly transforming the quantity and quality of available habitats that airborne organisms rely upon for navigational cues, for sources of food, water, and for use as nesting and roosting habitats---conditions that in turn are influencing the structure and function of terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems and the assemblages of organisms therein. Climatic change and its expected increase in global temperatures, altered circulation of air masses, and its effects on local, regional, and weather patterns have had, and will continue to exert, profound influences on the dispersal, foraging and migratory behavior of arthropods, birds, and bats (Bowlin and Wikelski [@B31]; Kunz et al. [@B109]). Understanding how climatic change will affect animal migrations will therefore require integrated research across a range of disciplines.

### Flexibility and adaptability

The degree to which changes to the migratory landscape will affect animals depends in large part on the ability of the animals in question to alter the timing, direction, and destinations of their journeys. Migration in birds has both endogenous and exogenous control mechanisms. As a result, birds have demonstrated the ability to alter migratory behaviors over remarkably short periods of time. House finches (*Carpodacus mexicanus*) from an allegedly non-migratory population in southern California were released in Long Island, New York in the early 1940s and quickly established an expanding population in the northeastern US. Within several decades, 28--54% of the house finches in the Northeast were migrating back and forth in southerly and northerly direction in excess of 50 km (Able and Belthoff [@B2]). A sizeable fraction of the blackcaps (*Sylvia atricapilla*) in central Europe, which used to migrate almost exclusively to Mediterranean and African wintering grounds, have altered their route over the past 40 years and now winter in the British Isles, where a combination of warmer temperatures and bird feeders boosts survival (Berthold [@B23]; Bearhop et al. [@B20]). Migratory populations may also adjust to long-term anthropogenic changes by altering morphological traits, as has recently been shown in a group of Neotropical migrants (Desrochers [@B50]). That animals can alter aspects of their migrations is clear; what is less clear is which species are able to do so and to what extent and how quickly. Understanding these limits, which will be critical for the effective conservation of some species, will require a detailed understanding of the mechanisms underlying the development of migratory behaviors, particularly the physiological and ecomechanical ones (Denny and Helmuth [@B47]). In the long term, integrated research that is itself incorporated into policy making will be crucial for preserving many of the world's animal migrations.

The future of migration biology
===============================

The phenomenon of migration presents a unique opportunity to address some of the grand challenges in organismal biology, but integrative research on migration has also greatly advanced our understanding of migration and will continue to do so. Within the next decade, we anticipate that technological and methodological advances such as light loggers (Stutchbury et al. [@B200]), global satellite tracking systems for small animals (Wikelski et al. [@B214]), and atmospheric simulations (Pielke et al. [@B158]; Walko et al. [@B208]; Cotton et al. [@B41]) will make it possible to directly address some important questions. For example, technologies that allow us to track migrants year-round (Wikelski et al. [@B214]; Robinson et al. [@B174]), coupled with research on individual reproductive success and survival, can help us to understand not only how populations are regulated (Runge and Marra [@B175]; Wilcove and Wikelski [@B215]) and the importance of currencies such as energy and time during migration, but also how migration itself evolves (Robinson et al. [@B174]).

The other challenges in animal migration will follow, but only if we continue to implement interdisciplinary research. For example, we need geneticists to explore the genes that are expressed in rapidly refueling migratory birds, hydrologists to help understand the effects of ocean currents on migrating whales, and evolutionary biologists to examine the historical factors that have led caribou to migrate, before we can say how, where, when and why animals migrate. Studying the effects of migrants on their environments and vice-versa also requires an interdisciplinary approach; aeroecology and migratory disease ecology, for example, cannot advance without atmospheric scientists and microbial biologists. Integrative research is needed because migration is an extremely complex phenomenon. Luckily, such research is becoming more common as collaboration becomes the rule rather than the exception and an increasing number of graduate students and post-doctoral researchers receive training in multiple disciplines. If migration researchers continue to adopt and facilitate integrative research programs, we may soon have to brainstorm a new set of grand challenges for migration biology.
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